


YOU SELL
MORE THAN
BRANDED
MERCH



18 months ago Jim Gagliano gave me this pen
at a job fair and it seems to follow me around.
Loved this style as a kid. Promo products work!

Promo Products Work!



I admit. I get desensitized to promo products - this is a nice
reminder! I played in a golf outing and received a $40 YETI tumbler
as the outing gift. I forgot how excited you get when you receive a
nice valuable branded gift.

Excited to Receive!





DISTRIBUTORS
USING CONTENT?

HOW TO GIVE
END-BUYERS
VALUE AS 



PRECISION
BEATS

DISPERSION





When you Speak
to Everyone, you

Speak to No One!

Target Content Strategy



TARGET CONTENT
STRATEGY

Emphasize your distinctive value proposition
as a distributor in every piece of content

showcasing your unique strengths to end-
users: Made in America, Eco-friendly...



Quality Over Quantity



ENGAGE WITH
PURPOSE

Social media content marketing success is not
about the number of platforms but the quality

of your presence. Focus on activating the
concept of depth over breadth.



Platform Focus

Social Media
What Platforms
Should I be on?



CONTENT TO
CONVERSION

Focus on specific platforms that align with your
marketing goals for maximum impact. Tailor your
strategies to turn content marketing efforts into
measurable success. Craft content that initiates

meaningful conversations, leading to higher
conversion rates.



MOTIVATION TRIUMPHS

How can your
promotional

products
contribute to

their victories,
positioning you

as the
indispensable
distributor in

their business
journey? 

What drives
your end-buyers
to seek
promotional
products?
How can your
offerings align
seamlessly with
their business
objectives? 

Neglecting to identify the ideal end-buyer persona can result in
misaligned marketing strategies and lost sales opportunities.



HOW TO GIVE END-BUYERS VALUE
AS DISTIBUTORS USING CONTENT
MARKETING.

THE T.E .R.A
METHOD

Showcase vulnerability, tell
transformative tales,  

revitalize engagement.
Yield Impactful Results

CRAFT COMPELLING
CONTENT

Tailor Specific Content
Creation Techniques Focus

on your Chosen Social
Media Platforms.

Implement Storytelling

MAP YOUR 3C
PROCESS 

Build Credibility,
Connections, and

Conversions. 
Convert Leads to Clients.
Nurture and Close More

Sales



T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod

3C Process3C Process
Compelling ContentCompelling Content



E.E.
Emotions

FOCUS ON CONTENT
THAT WILL BRING
UP FEELINGS MORE
THAN YOUR
COMPETITION.Credibility 

TTrigger E.E.R.A.R.A.



EMOTIONAL
APPEAL

Create a short video that
showcases how your custom products

have positively impacted your
clients’ businesses. This could be
a series titled "Our Products,

Your Success".

CONCEPT
 Interview a few clients who have used your

products for significant events or
promotions. Let them share their stories
about how the products helped them achieve
their goals, reach more customers, or create

memorable experiences.

CONTENT

By focusing on real-life success stories, you evoke
feelings of inspiration and aspiration in your
audience. They see the tangible impact of your
products, which can inspire them to imagine what they
could achieve with them.

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



EMOTIONAL
APPEAL

Interactive Posts with Before and
After Scenarios using before and

after images to show the
transformation your custom product
can bring to a brand or an event.

CONCEPT
Post a photo of a plain, unbranded item

(before) alongside the same item transformed
with custom branding (after). Include a

catchy caption that emphasizes the
transformation and asks followers to imagine

what they could do with such products.

CONTENT

This approach plays on the desire for transformation
and improvement. It makes the benefits of custom
products tangible and easy to visualize, tapping into
feelings of excitement and potential.

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



RR..
Relatability

DIG DEEPER AND
DON'T BE AFRAID TO
TAKE THE RISK TO BE
VULNERA BLE WITH
YOUR CONTENT.Connections

TT E.E.rigger A.A.R.R.



RELATABILITY
APPEAL

"Our Mistakes and Learnings"
Posts. Share honest accounts of
mistakes made in the past, what
you learned from them, and how
they improved your business.

CONCEPT
Write about specific instances where things
didn't go as planned – a design flaw, a

production delay, or a customer complaint –
and how your team addressed and learned from

these challenges.

CONTENT

Such transparency is rare and valuable. It shows
vulnerability and a commitment to growth and
improvement, which can be very relatable and
reassuring to potential clients who value honesty and
resilience in business partnerships.

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



RELATABILITY
APPEAL

Client Challenges and Solutions
Posts that focus on real

challenges faced by your clients
and how your custom products

provided solutions.

CONCEPT
Share case studies or testimonials where a
client had a specific need or problem, and
how your product helped solve it. This could
range from tight deadlines to unique design

requests.

CONTENT

These stories emphasize empathy and understanding of
your clients' challenges. Potential clients will see
themselves in these stories, recognizing that your
business is attentive to client needs and capable of
delivering effective solutions.

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



AA..
Action

NOW WHAT? THIS IS
THE QUESTION YOUR
END-BUYER HAS WHEN
CONSUMING YOUR
CONTENT. PROVIDE A
CLEAR CTA!

Conversion

TT E.E.rigger A.A.R.R.



TRIGGER
ACTION

Limited-Time Offer Posts 
Create urgency with posts
about special, limited-time
offers on certain products

or services.

CONCEPT
 Share eye-catching images or videos of
the products with details of the offer,
such as a discount or a bundle deal.

Highlight the time-sensitive nature of
the offer.

CONTENT

 “Don’t miss out! This offer is only available until
[date]. Click the link to order now and save!”

 “Ready to see your brand come to life? Try our easy-
to-use customization tool now and start designing your
unique product today!”

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



TRIGGER
ACTION

Free Sample or Consultation
Offer

Encourage potential clients
to experience your products
first-hand or benefit from

expert advice.

CONCEPT
Detail the offer, whether it's a free
sample, a mock-up, or a consultation
session, and the value it provides.

CONTENT

 “Experience the quality for
yourself! Request your free
sample/consultation today and
take the first step towards
elevating your brand.”

T.E.R.A.T.E.R.A.
MethodMethod



1/3

of your content
promotes your
business,
converts readers,
and generates
profit.

The Social Media 
Content Marketing Rule of Thirds.

1/3

of your content
shares ideas and
stories from
thought leaders
in your industry
or like-minded
businesses.

1/3

of your
content is
personal
interactions
with your
audience.

Emotions Relatability Action
Credibility Conversion Connections



How to CraftHow to Craft
Compelling ContentCompelling Content



MAXIMIZE IMPACT
WITH BITE-SIZE

CONTENT



BITE-S IZE  CONTENT  IS  MORE
DIGEST IBLE ,  ENCOURAGING
HIGHER  INTERACT ION AND
SHARING.



CAPTIVATE YOUR
AUDIENCE WITH
STORIES AS THEY

CREATE A PERSONAL
AND IMMERSIVE

EXPERIENCE, BOOSTING
USER INTERACTION.

1  STORY
=

A Beginning + A Middle + An End



Reviews Best Sellers Coming SoonAbout Us FAQs

ourwebsiteaddress.com

Our company name
This where we had the
description of our company
and our value proposition.

HIGHLIGHTS OFFER
A USER-FRIENDLY

WAY FOR NEW
FOLLOWERS TO

CATCH UP ON KEY
CONTENT.

LEVERAGING STORY
HIGHLIGHTS FOR EVERGREEN
IMPACT



CREATE LONG-FORM
CONTENT SUCH AS

DETAILED ARTICLES AND
ALLOW FOR IN-DEPTH

EXPLORATION OF
PRODUCTS AND INDUSTRY

INSIGHTS, OFFERING MORE
VALUE TO READERS.



SHORT-FORM VIDEOS CAPTURE
ATTENTION QUICKLY, IDEAL

FOR TODAY'S FAST-PACED
SOCIAL MEDIA ENVIRONMENT.

USE SHORT VIDEOS TO
SHOWCASE PRODUCTS, SHARE

TESTIMONIALS, OR GIVE
BEHIND-THE-SCENES

GLIMPSES.



CREATE WISELY! CRAFT
CONTENT THAT IS ALIGNED

WITH THE SOCIAL
PLATFORM AUDIENCE.



Resources
These tools are your gateway to staying informed and ahead in the
dynamic landscape of marketing your business and reach the right buyers.


